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EIUS – Design and construct business, focused on HV infrastructure including transmission.  Also offers O&M nationally.  Predominantly large scale renewable connections – the photo on the bottom right is a recently completed substation for the Susan River project 175MW.  DER – most well known for the VPP 135W under contract to respond to high market price events as well as network and system constraints.  This business unit also encompasses our smart connected solar product recently launched with the 175kW rooftop and carpark solar array in Townsville at the Cowboys leagues club.  SCS encompasses a holistic solution optimsied for the customer including solar, storage, electric vehicle charging, data and information products, orchestration and control, connection to VPP.Metering business – operates nationally in both C&I metering / sub metering, HV and residential mass market metering as the MC, MDP and MP.  Telco – fibre and telco services to those wanting a highly secure, reliable serviceEmerging opps – looking at new opportunities including storage recently announced Telsa powerpack community scale batteryEV superhighway - 17 sites – 50kW DC and 22kW AC outlets at eachCommissioned Nov 17 to Jan 18CHAdeMO and CCS Type 2 for DC fast charge and Type 2 AC (BYO cable)Designed to alleviate range anxiety rather than mass volume



Where is this so-called wave of EVs?
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Where is this so-called wave of electric carsWhat will it take to reach the tipping point?With so much uncertainty what can networks do?



Not in Australia (yet)

Source: IEA Global EV Outlook 2018

Australian car 
sales were up 

64% to ~2500 in 
2018 or ~0.2% 
market share
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Feel a bit like the boy who cried wolf here – we were certain they were coming to Australia in 2012 when I was at Better PlaceEverett Rogers was the guy who coined the term ‘s-curve’ adoption but it was first charted in 1903 by Gabriel Tarde who plotted the s-shape diffusion curveNearly 580,000 of the 1.1 million EVs sold in 2018 were sold in China (up 72% from the year before!).  2/3 of EV sales were BEVs https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/1045?fileName=Global_EV_Outlook_2018.pdf As of late 2016, there were over 2 million EVs globally15, with more than30 vehicle manufacturers— including 13 of the top 14 manufacturers16— already producing over 60 different electric models.Uptake of EVs is still largely driven by the policy environment “In Norway, survey results show that financial incentives such as value-added tax (VAT) and vehicleregistration tax exemptions, free access to toll roads and circulation tax rebates were ranked, inthat order, by electric car owners as the most influential factors for their purchase decision (IEA,2018a). In the Netherlands, changes of the financial advantages provided for a PHEV resulted in asignificant decline in the market share of PHEVs. In Denmark, changes to the vehicle registration taxfor BEVs in 2016 led to a reversal of the cost competitiveness of a number of electric car models,leading to a significant drop in electric car sales in 2016 (IEA, 2018a). These cases indicate thatfinancial incentives, and particularly those that reduce the upfront purchase price, are the mainpolicy mechanisms driving today’s market uptake of electric cars.”In September 2017, China’s government issued a new energy vehicle (NEV) credit mandate thattakes effect in 2018 (MIIT, 2017). The mandate sets a minimum requirement for the car industryregarding the production of new energy vehicles (PHEVs, BEVs and FCEVs), with some flexibilityoffered through a credit trading mechanism. Annual mandatory minimum requirements on thenumber of NEV credits that need to be earned are set for car manufacturers. Credits can be earnedeither through producing or importing new energy cars or through the purchase of NEV creditsfrom other manufacturers who have excess credits.9NEV credits can only be earned if the vehicle meets minimum range requirements, and depends onthe vehicle’s range and energy efficiency level (or rated power of fuel-cell systems in the case ofFCEVs). The number of credits allocated is also capped at a maximum for each vehicle type (Table2.1).California’s zero-emissions vehicle (ZEV) programme22 is by itself a policy that would keepgranting support for the roll-out of electric vehicles in the United States. The programmeassigns each OEM “ZEV credits”, similar to the Chinese NEV credit mandate, so that OEMs arerequired to meet a set percentage of ZEV sales either through direct ZEV sales or through thepurchase of tradable credits. In 2016 California’s governor issued an executive order to call for1.5 million ZEVs on the road by 2025 (State of California, 2016a). In January 2018, this ambitionwas increased with a new executive order calling for a target of 5 million ZEVs in California by2030, complemented by a proposed new initiative to continue the state’s clean vehicle rebatessystem and spur more infrastructure investments (State of California, 2018).



Are we approaching a global tipping 
point?

TIPPING 
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Repeatedly observable characteristic in the market however with the pace of disruptive innovation the curve is getting steeper and steeper.  Not so for electric vehicles where the asset life limits the steepness (10-18 years) According to one study by Oxford University and Citi, it took the telephone 75 years and the radio 38 years. It was down to 13 years for the TV and just four for the web. People marvelled when Angry Birds Space hit the milestone in only 35 days – until Pokémon Go did it in 10. from KPMG studyTypically, knowing when a new product or service is getting to ‘take-off point’ on the s-curve is less about the technology itself and more about what people are sayingWhat are people saying now?  Include some ‘news headline style’ graphics on:OEMs phasing out ICE vehiclesGovernment funding EV chargers as critical infrastructureX% of businesses going electric in fleet (only y% in Australia)Y% of households considering an EV And that means not only creating something that is definitively, unarguably better than what’s currently in the market – it means packaging it in such a way that consumers overcome the cost they feel is involved in switching from their current choice.



Mass EV adoption is complex  
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Policy settings – while global stocks of EVs are low, they are being directed to the countries with the most attractive subsidies.  Kia is considering deferring the introduction of its EVs in Australia and we have seen many pulled from market in last few years.   Combinations of financial and non-financial incentives tend to be the most effectiveOEMs – we actually need the vehicles.  Not just one or two in the product suite but EV options in different models and they must be available for purchase AND servicing (even though EVs have virtually no moving parts new car buyers and fleets expect full service schedules).  EV Council report says there are 17 Evs for sale in Australia but only 6 under $70k.   There are nine new plug-in hybrid and battery electric vehicle models expected to be introduced into the Australian market over the next 18 months. Five of these are expected to be priced at $60,000 or less.Charging infrastructure – the correlation between charging infrastructure and EV adoption is increasingly clear though whether this is purely to overcome range anxiety for early adoption or if it is a longer term market requirement is a really interesting question – more on that laterEV products and services – Basically consumers / businesses won’t choose an electric vehicle unless they are certain it is a better option AND they’re willing to incur the cost of switching.  This space is an emerging one that may include everything from seamless home install to ‘charge cards’ to automatic charge managementFleets – 50% of new cars into Australia come via fleets.  Unless there is a change in this market, the tipping point is hard.  Arval in Europe has launched a ev fleet management product in conjunction with Nissan Renault and New Motion.



The vast majority of charging likely to occur 
at home (in the first wave at least)

Daily commutes are possible on a single 
charge….

Source: Curtain University, 2009

…and EV adoption is showing early signs 
of being as contagious as solar PV

Source: Energy Queensland and Department of Transport and Main Roads, 
Queensland State Government 2016
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Network considerations:Clustering has been observed in early marketsRisk of overloading distribution transformers if unmanagedRisk of over-investmentYou could have problems well before the ‘tipping point’ is reachedWhere will vehicles charge?  How and when? (Energeia concluded DC fast chargers most likely – may suit high km fleets but why would we want evs to be only as convenient as ICE vehicles? Why not at home or in car park and wireless?)



Fast chargers and “charge hubs” will also be a big part of the 
mix for high km, fleet adopters and for private buyers in dense 
urban areas

Source: IEA Global EV Outlook 2018
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Network considerations:Network upgrade and tariff structures can make business case uneconomic Supporting solar and battery banks likely outcome



Public Home

Allocate a connections team EV specialist to 
support and proactively engage with installers 

to optimise locations

Set expectations now – EVs present a significant 
opportunity to improve affordability of essential 

services, with right market structures in place

Less flexibility to support constrained grid, 
however consider what services battery banks 

could provide network  

Promote separate connection for home chargers 
to access early adopter tariffs 

Set conditions for dynamic tariffs, at a local level, as part of DSO

Create conditions for EV service providers to easily integrate with DSO platforms

Significant opportunity for networks to 
support acceleration of EVs



Thank you

Beth Keddie, GM Emerging Opportunities & Acceleration
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